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Page break syntax with collapsible sections breaks site layout

Status
○ Open

Subject
Page break syntax with collapsible sections breaks site layout

Version
11.x
12.x
18.x
19.x

Category
- Usability
- Regression
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
luciaL d' being []

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier, luciaL d' being []

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 2

Description
In 12.x LTS when [page...] syntax is enabled and used in a wiki page where collapsible sections are present (!!-Foo Bar syntax) it breaks the column layout of the site badly.

Show instance created and reproduced it there.


To login use admin 12345.

Steps to reproduce:

1. go to tiki-admin_modules.php?edit_assign=1&cookietab=2 and assign module to the left column
2. go to tiki-admin.php?page=wiki and enable Wiki Pagination under the Features tab (-wiki Pagination+)
3. edit a wiki page and add some collapsible sections (using the collapsible heading syntax) separated by [page...]
4. go to 2nd or 3rd page (after second collapsible section it seems to start break) and see the left column modules wrap down under the main content of wiki page

Importance
5
Easy to solve?  
5

Priority  
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)  
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version:  trunk▼

Ticket ID  
6471

Created  
Friday 27 October, 2017 15:53:24 GMT-0000
by luciash d' being []

LastModif  
Monday 21 January, 2019 18:52:55 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 08 Jan 19 15:31 GMT-0000
This persists in trunk as of r68584.

I am guessing this is due to the divs used to make sections collapsible not being open or closed properly. Related code from parserlib.php:

```php
// Close lower level divs if opened
for (; current($divdepth) >= $hdrlevel; array_shift($divdepth)) {
    $data .= '</div>xffffff;
}

/aclose2 = '<div id="' . $thisid . '" class="showhide_heading" style="display:' . ($divstate == '+' ? 'block' : 'none') . ';">';
$headerlib = TikiLib::lib('header');
$headerlib->add_jq_onready("setheadingstate('$thisid');");
array_unshift($divdepth, $hdrlevel);
```

luciash d' being [] 21 Jan 19 18:55 GMT-0000

Due to another bug which seems to ignore the np syntax I had to replace the first three dots "..." with "..." in the Description to prevent breakage of the site layout when the item is listed in Plugin TrackerList on this site.

Philippe Cloutier 21 Jan 19 19:19 GMT-0000
Thanks luciash
I had commented the List section in Tiki19. It's using LIST, not TRACKERLIST, but perhaps it could be re-enabled too (I imagine there was one or a few tickets breaking it too).

luciash d' being [] 21 Jan 19 19:45 GMT-0000

Yes. Can be re-enabled now I guess. This one was breaking in TrackerList via the Description field shown in the popover (pop-up).
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